MEMORIAL BENCH or PICNIC TABLE ORDER FORM

I would like to order:

______ Memorial Benches @ $250.00 each
______ Memorial Covered Picnic Table @ $2500 each

Total payment enclosed $___________

Name __________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________
Phone _________________________________
Email _________________________________________________

I would like the inscription to read:

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

I would like the bench or table to be placed at or near the following location on
the Armstrong Trail if possible:

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

PLEASE SEND THIS COMPLETED FORM AND PAYMENT TO:
   Armstrong Trails
   Memorial Benches & Tables
   P O Box 777, Kittanning, PA 16201

Although Armstrong Trails will attempt to keep all benches and tables in good
condition we are not responsible for any vandalism or damage that may occur to
your memorial bench or table.